Superliner

Top of the range liner

by

SUPERLINER:
85/100 thick, premium components,
perfectly leak-tight, a wide variety of
colours, the best guarantees available
on the market, i reproachable strength
and resilience.
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SUPERLINER,
total peace of mind for 10 years

procopi.com
Procopi’s 3 in 1 software tool

Pool & Spa Equipment

Superliner

SUPERLINER, is the reference in top of the range liners: a fusion of our industrial stre
(ALKORPLAN membranes, guarantees premium components and the absence o

SUPERLINER, style tailored to your pool.

The little extras that make
all the difference
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Your pool just as you imagined it..
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Procopi Pool Systems is a software suite available
exclusively from Procopi that allows you to
customize your liner, your pool ﬁttings and your
automatic cover.
You have everything you need to design your
dream pool....

Super visual appeal
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SUPERLINER liners are fitted with Procopi’s patented flexible liner locking track, TOP-LINER, in a seamless join that
ensures a flawless finish and facilitates cleaning of the water line.
Furthermore, the invariable quality of the membranes used to make SUPERLINER liners ensure uniform ageing of you
pool.

Super variety
SUPERLINER liners come in a wide range of colours with an extensive selection of tile bands.
From the more conventional to the more daring, the SUPERLINER range allows freedom of expression, creativity is
encouraged.
This broad variety, developed by our Design office, is a Procopi exclusive.

ength, our technical know-how and top quality membranes
of heavy metals).
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SUPERLINER - Plain

Light blue

Beige

Dark blue

Grey

White

Anthracite grey

Carribean green

Black

SUPERLINER - Patterned

Byzantine beige

Cancun beige #

Byzantine green

Cancun grey

Byzantine blue

Byzance

The right-hand portion of the colour samples shown above are
non-contractual simulations produced using Procopi Pool System’s
Procopi’s exclusive pool design software suite.

# Available while stocks last

Loire (gravel)
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Superliner

Super hard wearing

Super practical
SUPERLINER can be fitted to almost any pool,
irrespective of its shape, size, type of base or the
presence of steps or a cover pit.
SUPERLINER liners are tailor made for your pool.
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SUPERLINER membranes are coated with a protective varnish that render SUPERLINER liners exceptionally robust and
hard-wearing (quality controlled in laboratories).
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SUPERLINER - Patterned with tile band

Kéops

Caracol beige

Capri beige

Caracol blue

Capri grey

Maya beige

Capri blue

Lisboa ochre

Lisboa blue

Maya blue

Maya grey

Genova

RICES SUPERLINER - Patterned with tile band

LP
SACRIFICIA

Napoli

The right-hand portion of the samples shown above are non-contractual simulations
generated using Procopi Pool Systems, Procopi’s exclusive pool design software
suite.

Minos
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Superliner

Super leaktight
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With its high frequency welds, SUPERLINER is absolutely leaktight. Peace of mind guaranteed.

Super industrial force
Super thick
At 85/100 mm thick, SUPERLINER is the thickest liner available
on the market. Durability and resilience guaranteed.

SUPERLINER is made by PROCOPI, the No. 1 pool
equipment manufacturer in France. This is the best
assurance of quality and continuity that you could have.
French made, SUPERLINER guarantees superior
quality.
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4 Resistance tests (source Rénolit)

No.1/ Stain resistance
Stearix red test
A drop of the colorant is placed
on the liner. After 10 minutes, the
colorant is wiped off. On standard
membranes the ink infiltrates into
the membrane, while Superliner’s
varnish forms an impenetrable
barrier
that
protects
the
membrane. Cleaning of the water line is facilitated (adherence of
oils and other deposits is greatly diminished.)

No.2/ Scratch resistance
Erichsen scratch test
This test demonstrates that the
protective varnish coating the
plain and patterned membranes
constituting the Superliner range
increase their resistance to
scratching compared to standard
liners. In pools equipped with
automatic cleaners, continuously in contact with the membrane,
this is a real advantage.

No.3/ Weathering resistance
Test Emmaqua
This test takes 6 months, it is an
accelerated test that uses mirrors
to concentrate light onto exposed
samples to mimic exposure of the
membrane to direct sunlight in
France over 10 years. The varnish
increases Superliner’s resistance
to UV exposure by a factor of 2 and enhances protection of the
liner colour. The protective coating also increases the liner’s
resistance to water treatment chemicals.

No.4/ Abrasion resistance
Taber test
This accelerated test reproduces
the effects of abrasion over time.
The liner is mounted on a flat
horizontal wheel and is then
subjected to a number of
revolutions by 2 abrader wheels.
After 1000 revolutions, Superliner
was intact, while the pattern on the standard printed liner was
almost totally removed. Unsurpassed resistance to cleaning
products and materials and contact with swimmers.

Compatible with a realistic pool operating temperature less than or equal to 32°C (presence of swimmers in the pool).

Superliner

Guarantee

Guarantee

Fixed charge

against leaks

against stains

For labour

GUARANTEES:
Leaktightness of materials and seams: 10 years full guarantee.
Against stains: 6 years full guarantee.
Withstands temperatures up to 32°C.
Guarantee claims are dealt with in under 2 weeks.
Lump sum compensation to cover labour necessitated by replacement of the liner.

Reminder of the standards:
All Superliner 85/100 liners are made from membranes
manufactured in Europe. These membranes comply with every
stipulationoftheFrenchsafetystandardsAFNORNFT54803-1•
and NF EN 15836-1 (August 2010), and the Reach directive
(EC 1907/2006).

Dealer’s stamp

The laying and maintenance of Superliner 85/100 liners (and liners
in general) are set out in the French safety standard AFNOR
NFT54802•(April2010).
We strongly recommend that you familiarize yourself with these
standards and educate your clients concerning the responsibilities
incumbent on them and set out in the same documents.
(•) These standards are available from AFNOR. Copying of the
aforementioned documents is strictly prohibited.

procopi.com
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Non-contractual document. Technical data is provided for information purposes only any may be subject to modification without prior notification. Copyright protected. Please do not litter. Created by: Groupe PROCOPI (05/ 2011a)
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